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hello my modem is e160e. i have been trying to unlock my modem but i cannot even get a single unlock code from my modem. i have tried the code 47800399 but it says error. i have tried code writer
but it says error. please help me. i am also a newbie. i have tried several codes and it says error. i have also tried code 408f1115 and also 408f1d61. both of these codes are not working. i have also tried
the code i got from another modem and it worked on my e160e but it says error. i have also tried code 408f1115 and also 408f1d61. hi i have a tmobile e163 and i have unlocked it and it is working fine,
but it is getting disconnected everytime i try to connect to the internet, it is a sim only modem and i have inserted in my computer via usb, if i remove the modem and again insert it, it doesnot work and
it says the sim card is busy can u pls help me pls i am a beginner how can i get a code to unlock my modem? i was previously a zain customer and i got my code from them. after my service was over i
changed provider to another one. now when i try to unlock my modem from my new provider, i cannot get the unlock code. is there a way i can get the code? hello, i m having a sony 851 modem. i tried
unlocking it using the sony s-3 software. i entered my password and it says i need to insert a sony s-3 usb. i tried to insert sony s-3 usb. but when i insert sony s-3 usb it will not unlock. what should i do?
hello, i am having a sony 851 modem. i tried unlocking it using the sony s-3 software. i entered my password and it says i need to insert a sony s-3 usb. i tried to insert sony s-3 usb. but when i insert
sony s-3 usb it will not unlock. what should i do?
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i got a huawei e1690 modem and it doesnt allow me to use it on a certain network. i have the phone number, but it doesnt allow me to use it on that network. i can use it on all the others. i tried to
download a driver for it, but i can only download the driver for the mts modem. hi there, i just received a huawei e160x 2 weeks ago and it was unlocked. i've tried to update it to 11.324.26.0.0 without

success. i tried to download apk unlock tool from the appstore with the same result: "none of the specified sim cards are compatible". i bought a test sim card without success. it's a vodafone card. i have
the original vodafone info card. i can't find the imei on the device and as i can't unlock it i don't know what to do. any idea how to proceed? thanks a lot, bern hello, i have a huawei e160 usb modem, not

sure if its the e160 or e160c. i downloaded the e160c unlocker and unlocked it but my mobile operator (vodafone) says that it has been unlocked. so i want to know if this usb modem will work with
vodafone here in italy. hello i have a huawei ec156 not 100% sure about the model. i am looking for software to unlock it for use with operator zantel. not sure if it will work with zantel but i would like to

use it. any help would be greatly appreciated. thanks in advance hello i have a huawei e160 usb modem and i am trying to find software to unlock it for use with operator zantel. not sure if it will work
with zantel but i would like to use it. any help would be greatly appreciated. thanks in advance 5ec8ef588b
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